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news analysis 
250,000 Unite for Peace 
• 
b)' Jud)· Rousuck '73 
RPmemb<•r the good old da),, 
when a demonstrator used to be 
someonP who '\howed you how to 
U!>e an electric <'gg heater? 
It is 12:40 p.m., Sat. , Nov. 15. A 
quarter of a million pc·ople sit quietly 
at the Washington M o n u m c n t , 
anxiously attentive as the Reverend 
William Sloane Comn begins to speak. 
The prophet-like prC'aChC'r <;peaks 
with a voice almost ~oo human as he 
announces a moment of prayer 
Two hundred and fifty thousand 
heads bow as CofCin appeals to Cod 
saying, "Strengthen us now thio; day 
to stay on the stony, long, and lonely 
road to peace." The high voice at-
tains reverence as he concludes say-
ing, "Only the truly strong can be 
tender." 
Outstanding ltussian Pianist 
To Give Concert at Wellesley 
Benjamin Spock changes the tone 
by addressing thC' crowd as "my chil-
dren all." But the turn to humor only 
enforc<'s the tie among the specta-
tors. 
Routine> Day 
Streets are closed off throughout 
D.C. The Capital Building ancl the 
White House arC' heavily guarded. 
President Nixon is at work within 
the White HousC', showing his fellow 
countrymen that he can maintain a 
routine day. 
Alexander Slobodyanik, the Russian 
pianist who created a stir durmg his 
first tour of America last year, will 
appear at Wellesley through the 
courtesy of the Rebecca Bacharach 
Treves Fund. Mr. Slobodyanik at-
tended the Moscow Conservatory and 
placed seventh in the Warsaw Com· 
[X'tition of pianists at the age oC six-
teen. This failure to win was a hitter 
disappointment to him, anct as a 
rC'SUlt he refusl'<l to study ;ind was 
expelled from th<• Conse1~atory. His 
love of music, however, lC'cl him 10 
return to the piano and to lhc school. 
The 27-y<'ar old pianist made his 
American debut in the !all o! 1968 
with a few New York concerts fol· 
lowed by a hip to the West Coast. 
lk rcceivt'<l ran· l'C'\·k·ws !rom the 
Nl'W York 11nw~. (he Los Angeles 
Timl'S, and the San Francisco Ex· 
amlm·r. among others. Albert Gold-
berg o( the Lot; Angeleh Tlmei. called 
his pcrformauce "a staggering and 
stupendous all-out exhibition of vir· 
tuosity that even in this day of wide-
spread technical wizardry left one 
gasping." 
His concert here will be at 8:00 
p.m. Tues., Dec. 9, in Alumnae Hall. 
The program includes Haydn's Sonata 
No. 48 in C Major, Chopin's Polon-
aise In E flat Minor, Five Etudes, 
and Four .Mazurkas, Barktok's Sonata 
<19261 and Listz's Sonata in B Minor. 
In a new system for obtaining tickets, 
students arc asked to sign in their 
dormitories for tickets for them-
selves, and for guests if tickets are 
still available. Tickets will be ws-
tributcd to dorms on the basis of 
requests. Sign-up sheets will go up 
today. 
The citizens at the monument arc 
also guarded - guarded by an in-
ner unity, a feeling that the nation is 
watching them. Not watching them 
through the distorted lens of a vio-
lence-seeking telrvision camera, but 
watchin~ them with their souls. For 
thert> is a sense that C'ven those who 
hack our Viet Nam policy cannot 
hC'lp but be moved by this pre-
ponderance of people, actively con-
cerned with the path of our nation. 
Not the Common Crowd 
These are not the p e o p I e who 
crowded Boston Commons a month 
ago - not the Gallo Wine drinking 
peace-niks who felt they could force 
their 11eace-love attitudes on the 
government. There is no childish 
Art Dept. Helps Save Venice 
b)• Sue Heinemann '70 
How much of Venice will be left 
when you go lo sec it? The city is 
sinking into the S<'a at the rate of 
one Inch per year. Yet even more 
a larming is the damage from the re-
current floods, humidity, salt and 
air pollution. 
Sulfurous acids from factories on 
the mainland cat away the stone 
statues. In one case, a whole figure 
disintegrated into dust. Smog black-
ens treasured paintings; p 1 a s t e r 
cracks and paint flakes on numerous 
b-escoes. Moisture seeps into the 
walls and marbles soften and split. 
Within 25 years the famed bronze 
horses of San Marco may be worth-
less scrap metal. 
Rate of Deterioration 
Thousands of a r t w o r k s and 
churches are in danger. Despite pres-
ent restoration and treatment efforts, 
UNESCO estimates that Venice loses 
67' of her marble works, 5% of her 
frescoes, 3% of her canvas paintings 
and 2% of her wood paintings each 
year. Within ten years one-third of 
her art will be ruined. 
MIT. IBM and UNESCO have al-
ready joined with the Italian Nation-
al Research Council to seek ways to 
stop the city from sinking. Yet in 
an inl!'l''\'il'w with the Boston Globe 
last March, John McAnclrcw, retired 
Wellesley art history professor and 
chairman of the International Fund 
for Monument's Venice Committee, 
reflected. "When the time comes to 
save VC'nice itself will it be too much 
in ruins to be worth saving?" 
Need Help Now 
"The crisis is that we can't wait," 
Mr. McAndrew continued. "Some-
thing must be done Immediately to 
halt this tragic destruction ... We 
can't count on mo n e y from the 
Italians twcause Italy's tax structure 
is such that it prohibits giving." 
Already the Venice Committee has 
begun the restoration of some 60 
damaged Tintoretto canvases from 
the Scuolo di San Rocco, but it needs 
money. "The point is these things can 
be saved," Mr. McAndrew empha- . 
sized, "And if they are not saved, 
the loss is not just to Venice but 
to the whole world." 
Sale at Wellesley 
On behalf of the Venice Com-
mittee, the Wellesley art depart-
ment will sponsor a sale of books 
and prints on Thurs., Dec. 4 from 
9 a.m. to 12:'.lO p .m . in Jewett. D<r 
nations are needed. 
"Look through your shelves and 
weed out something for Venice's 
benefit," they urge. "Contributions 
can be left at the Jewett Art Library 
at any time during the day or even-
ing. If you cannot help by a con-
tribution, please come and BUY 
som~thing." 
ROBERT LOWELL 
The English Department will 
sponsor a bus to tfie Robert Lowell 
poetry reading at Boston College 
oq Oecembt'r 3. Bus leaves 
Founders at 7 p.m. Tickets will be 
available on bus. Total price, ln· 
,_ C'luding transportation, ls $1.S..l. 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
FINANCIAL AID 
All i;tudents intending to apply 
for financial aid for 1970-71 must 
obtain forms In the Flnanclal Aid 
Office, 851 Green Hall, between 
!\Ion., Nov. 17 and Wed., Nov. 26. 
feeling on this day, only a deep com-
mitment. No one is a spectator at 
the monument. And, everyone is 
ama;~ingly attentive. 
The stray eyes seen in October at 
the Commons are still at the Com-
mons. '!'rue. they helped pave the way 
Cor the November Moratorium, but 
their emotion was small compared 
with that in Washington. 
l><'OCracy Alh'o 
Spock is followed by a few songs 
and poems, welfare workers, and 
n•sistam'l' activists. Th<'n Dr. George 
Wald takes the microphone. "Dem-
ocracy is coming alive in America," 
says Wald. "A man isn't fret> when 
h<' goes to vote if he is for<'!'cl lo vote 
for the lesser evil." he rontinuC's. 
Quoting the Declaration of Inde-
penclence. Wald concludes by say-
ing, "That 's what we want for Amer-
ica; that's what we want for the 
PCOPI<' of Vietnam; that's what we 
want for the people of the world." 
T1 Is 1:15 p.m., 28°F. and quite 
windy. Prople hurldle in blankets, 
hut ar<' warn'lC'f! more by the words 
or the• spc•akC'rs. 
Dick Grc>gory rise$ to speak amid 
murh applause'. He s(>l'aks of Nixon's 
stalC'm<'nt that the moratorium will 
not affN•t his views. "T suggest that 
if that pn•si<IC'nt wants to know how 
much <'ff<'<'t you proplc can have 
on the president he should make a 
phone rail to the LW Ranch." Greg-
ory prorrNls to clrrid<' Agnew say. 
ing, "Agn<'w is so dumb I wouldn°'t 
be surprisC'd if he got on world wide 
t<'levision and called Nixon a honky." 
Gregory's Crowd 
There is the <'lectric sensation 
that Gregory has the audience in 
the palm of his hand. IC he were to 
ask the crowd to storm the Capitol 
at that mom<'nt. ev<>ryone would 
probably act . The crowd screams for 
more. Somehow there is a melan· 
choly air that Wald did not get this 
rcspons!'. But, Wald was thf're, con-
cerned lik!' the rrsl or th<' quart<>r 
of a million, and there is more than 
hope in that. 
Gregory rises again. "You people 
have come to the nation's capitol 
using the purt>st weapon that could 
be used against a tyrant - a pure 
moral dedication. That will break any 
tyrant'i: back." 
The crowd is all GrC'gory's. They 
stand and c h c <' r . "Peace Now! 
Peace Now!" Evidf'ntly, some of the 
Boston Commons people have come. 
The pcace-lovcness of it all is a 
bit disconcerting, but there is evi-
dence of less overt. yet strongly 
sincere emotion in the speakers' 
stand. Such national figures as Lil-
lian Hellman and Leonard Bernstein 
have come just to give their support 
to this largP portion of our country, 
this largest demonstration in the na-
tion's history. 
Songs and Funds 
Tom Paxton sings and is followed 
by a brief appeal !or funds. The 
sound system Cor the moratorium 
cost $17,000. 
This monetary comment Is apUy 
followed by words from Howard 
Samuels, former Under Secretary of 
Commerce. Samuels asserts, "The 
business of America is peace." He 
also knocks Agnew. Then, he con-
cluciC's saying, "The business C'f busi· 
ness is the business of America." 
SamuC'I is followC'd by Ario Guthrie 
who sadly, but correctly slates, "! 
con't think anyone had to show up. 
As soon as they put the machin<' 
guns at the Capitol, the point was 
marl<'." The crowd receives Guthrie 
as they received Gregory .11'.i'> ls 
the response of the nation's young. 
Happily, a portion of the crowd and 
many of the speakers prove that 
much of the established generation 
shan•s their response. 
Silent Minority 
A fonner G.T. bitterly says, "Honor 
is a dirty word to the dead at Arling-
ton because they are a silent minor-
ity." A quarter of a million people 
have gathered to rlefc-nd that minor-
ity, to give voice to treir sllenC'e. 
More cries of "Prace !'Tow:" answer 
lh<' G.I. 
David Dellinger, rr<>sently being 
prosecuted for consplra.-y m Chi-
cagb, stands and comments that 
Chicago jail authorities have cut 
JC'rry Rubin's hair ipoor boy) . Del-
linger also launchPs out against 
Agnew saying, "Spiro A~new is the 
Richard Nixon of the Rkh:irfl Nixon 
aclministration." A band of Yi:)pies 
carrying flags parades through the 
crowd. A speaker asks the flag. 
bearers to be s e a t e d . and they 
comply. 
Peter, Paul, and Mary, the cast 
of "Hair," and Sen. George Mc-
Govern are yet to be heard. 
Non-Routine 
Perhaps Nixon is conducting a 
routine day, but a quarter of a mil-
lion Americans are not, and this sort 
of dissent cannot democratically go 
unnoticed. 
Literary, critical, musical, busi-
ness, and political circles have all 
been heard. Somehow it is a shame 
;that they must get side-ltracked 
claiming a scapegoat in the vice 
president. Any scaoegoat Is token-
fsm, though, and there is concrete 
cause for dissent. Whether to the 
onlooker their opinions seem justified 
or not, their dedication is above re-
proach. 
And there is a definte hope that 
one day soon the government will no 
longer be able to look the other way. 
---- ----- -------------- ------
wiretaps 
WW-Winter Weekend is gone. Dorm vice presidents are looking for a 
chairman for the task of replacing Winter Weekend with a single, good 
concert. 
BUSES-What is the status of the issue of free buses? Sign the petition 
in your dorm and call Louisa Kasdon in Beebe and offer your help in 
making Wellesley's commitment a reality. 
GAME HEN GONE-Roast Beef has replaced Rock Cornish Game Hen 
for the traditional Christmas dinner on December 16. 
GSM-Forum discussion on lowering the voting age to 18. Dec. 4th 
at 7:30 in the Pope Room. 
FJL.'\1-Press Board is looking for students experienced in all phases 
of filmmaking to help with a film about Wellesley. Send name and dorm to 
Tiz Good, TCW, by December 3. 
BLOODMOBILE LARGEST EVER-229 Wellesley students offered their 
blood to the Red Cross Bloodmobile on Nov. 12. This was the largest turn-
ouy any bloodmobile has ever had at the College. 
Peace In Your Nostrils 
Knowing full well that we stand to incur the wrath 
of our inimitable Vice-President, Mr. Nixon's bitter 
half, News nevertheless here registers an instant 
analysis of last week's March on Washington. 
Seizing on Saturday's march and rally as "amaz-
ingly peaceful," news commentators immediately drew 
parallels with the Woodstock Festival of last summer. 
Admittedly both mass gatherings were permeated by a 
sense of "oommunity" that went far deeper than this 
cllche usually implies. (see article p. 1l Beneath Sat-
urday's ostenstble communal goodwill and enthusiasti-
cally expressed hope for peace, however, flowed a real 
and very immediate sense of war. Saturday, News 
insists can be viewed only in the light of the tens of 
thousands who trekked the candlelit route from Arling-
ton Cemetery to the Capitol in the 40-hour continuous 
"March Against Death." Saturday morning, the march-
ers were depositing their placards, (on which were 
written the names either of an American war casualty 
or a destroyed Vietnamese village), into wooden coffins 
in front of the Capitol at a rate of one thousand an 
hour. TilC hour was 3 a.m. and fhe temperature was 
below freezing. To endow this phenomenon with a 
''sense of camaraderie," is to be blind to the awareness 
of scnS<'lcss death which underlay the 40-hour vigil. 
Last weekend's demonstrations were deadly serious. 
All of them, whether verbal or violent, were directly or 
indirectly attaching the present government priorities 
which allow a Vietnam war to exist in the first place. 
For this reason, News insists that the three most pub-
licized actions of the weekend, Friday night's march 
from Dupont Circle to the Vietnamese embassy, Satur-
day's march and rally, and Saturday evening's march 
on the Justice Department, cannot validly be disasso-
ciated. 
Anti-war protest and marches for immediate with-
drawal, cannot be divorced from pressing questions of 
whk-h Vietnamese government we should be supporting, 
nnd from grave doubts about a judicial system which 
has imprisoned Panther Bobby Seale and has subjected 
the "Chicago 8" to what could only be called a parody 
of justice. 
Tile Dupont Circle march cannot be characterized 
as a mass desire for an exciting revolutionary experi-
ence. No mere desire for excitement, no passing and 
idl!' curiosity about a token radical experience is suf-
ficilmt explanation for the thousands who faced the 
b11rrage of tear gas cannisters to continue their advance. 
Nl'IWs cannot condone the window smashing of the 
small shops along 19th Street on the retreat from 
Dupont Circle. nor the counter-productive Weatherman 
bombing of SDS headquarters. News maintains how-
t!Vcr. tha: throwmg rocks anrl bottles at the Justice 
DepartmC>nt goes f11r deeper than vandalism. Next to 
the Pentagon and Fort Knox. the Justice Department 
is perhaps the most impregnable building in the coun-
try. Saturday evening, it was ringed two deep with 
government police in Cull riot gear. The National Guard, 
troops and trucks, were waiting several blocks away. 
One JUSl doesn't "liberate" the Justice Department. 
One can only symbolically attack what it represents. 
And those who did so, who advanced and retreated 
across the Mall through clouds of tear gas, knew full 
well that they could have been arrested and prosecuted, 
overcome by g11s or clubbed to the ground. The very 
C11ct that people took, and will undoubtedly continue to 
take. such seemingly irrational risks witnesses to the 
blatant unresponsiveness or '!xisting channels ror 
change. 
Last Sunday, Attorney General Mitchell said that 
the weekend's demonstrations, generally considered 
peaceful for the most part, had moved Washington to 
ttx> brink of planned violent eruption. As greater num-
bers of the population have become involved in the 
anti-war effort, through outspoken participation or sup-
port service work, as the Moratorium has become in-
creasingly a way of life, the awareness of the violence 
which the United States is perpetrating in Vietnam has 
become more Pf'rvasive. As even m<>re people associate 
themselves, as a result of political and/or humanitarian 
motives with protest against Government policy, the 
discrepancy between the "national interest" and the 
Interests of the nation will become more absurdly 
blatant than it is now. J1 you carry this absurdity to its 
logical end, Justice Department-type risks may become 
supremely rational and violence may offer itself as the 
only effective means of political expression. Hardly a 
pretty picture, but, News maintains, a very possible 
one, if the nation holds its present course. News insists 
that • Mitchell's analysis was, in the context of last 
weekend in Washington, grossly inaccurate. 
No instant replay of the November March on Wash-
ington is in the ofiing according to the New Mobilization 
Committee. News agrees that it would be counter-
productive; when the sense of crisis intensifies, the 
tactics must do likewise. As long as our tactics are 
consistent with our ultimate goal of peace we must use 
whatever means necessary to bring about immediate 
withdrawal from an involvement which can in no way 
be justified. 
Moratorium leader Sam Brown anticipates a threc-
day series of activities in December with "Peace on 
Earth" actions on Dec. 24. These activities will focus 
on the local and community levels. This means rallying 
and canvassing with a sense of urgency that cannot be 
ignored; we are not selling Girl Scout cookies. This 
means bringing the reality of Vietnnm home. A cold 
wind was blowing over the nation's capital Saturday 
evening, filling the eyes and nostrils of both dt-mon-
strators and the silent majority leaving work, with a 
painful reminder of the war. No one could truthfully 
say that he was not involved. 
No American can be allowed to say that he is not 
involved. Declared a Moratorium button, we are all 
"part of the problem." As long as the "silent majority" 
remains silent, existing as an excuse for Presidential 
procrastination, as long as the Administration continues 
to minimize the tragic irony of 40,000 Americans dead 
in an undeclared war in Vietnam, we must sec no end 
to the undeclared but very real war within our own 
borders. 
We are a foreign aggressor in a war of national 
liberation. We are supporting a corrupt and non· 
representative govemment in South Vietnam. We are 
opposing the National Liberation Front, the government 
which, in a nation admittedly tom by factionalism, 
nC'verthclt-ss has the most legitimate claim to s(l('ak for 
the Vietnamese people. And no one man hE' allowed 
to forget it. 
Anti-war efforts must he intensified virtually so that 
no American will be able to eat or sleep oblivious to the 
glaring tragedy of our nation's involvement in Vietnam 
- so that no President will dare spend Saturday after-
noon in the comfort of his Pennsylvania Avt-nue bunker 
and watch Ohio State tromp Purdue. 
We may as well face it. Enough Americans have 
committed themselves to ending the war so that there 
is no turning back. We must not rest. We cannot re-
sponsibly return to the easy out of "business as usual" 
until the United States admits for once in ht-r paternal-
istic diplomatic life, that she was wrong, and seals the 
admission with total unilateral and unconditional with-
drawal from Vietnam. 
What do we want? 
Peace. 
When do we want it? 
Sow. 
Trustee Shake-Up 
"Alumn11c C'a.ndida te !or board of trustees of Wel-
lcslE'y College" reads the headline at the top of the page 
of the Wellesley Alumnae Magazine. 
Alumnae are thus introduced to Jackeen Kellecher 
Churchill '59, who seems automatically destined to bc-
romt- an Alumnae TrustE'e. Both as future alumnae and 
as current undergraduates, the News staff must attack 
not Mrs. Churchill personally, but the single-slate sys-
tE'm by which she had been selected. 
As future alumnae, we cannot understand how the 
Alumnae Association can perpetuate such undeniable 
elitism - especially since all alumnae officers are 
elected on this basis. Mrs. Churchill is the choice of the 
five members of the Alumnae Trustee Candidate Nom-
inating Committee. all former Alumnae Association 
Officers. The committee solicited suggestions for the 
nomination from all alumnae through a box in the 
Alumnae Magazine and from the current Trustees and 
various alumnae officers by letters, but theirs was the 
ultimate decision. Mrs. Churchill will run unopposed 
1mless she is challenged by an independent nominee 
who, according to the by-laws, must be "proposed by 
fifty qualified voters, not more than twenty of whom 
shall be members of any one Wellesley Club." An in-
dependent nominee has not run since the Alumnae 
Association initiated the single slate. In fact, their by-
laws do not even make provisions for the publicity or 
election procedures to be followed if there is an In-
dependent nominee. Under the present by-laws, Mrs. 
Churchill and other alumnae association ofCicers will be 
elected by delegates to the Alumnae Council next June. 
Ironically. since the Board of Trustees meets the day 
before th<' Alumnae Council, they will approve Mrs. 
Churchill's appointment first, s ubject, of course, to the 
Alumnae Council vote - but with only one candidate, 
there can be no doubt as to election results. 
Perhaps more important, as current undergrad-
uates, we are concerned with the quality of the Trustees 
who control so much of our lives. While the members 
of the student body are slowly becoming more diver-
sified, the Board of Trustees remains entirely comPosed 
of WASPS or what Time magazine terms "WASPirants." 
Although the by-laws ~tate that "a majority of the 
Board shall never be of any one religious denomina· 
t1on." no attempt has been made· at any other type 
of diversity, for instance social, economic, racial 
(Continued on page 8) 
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Grand Tour? 
To the editor: 
Some second thuughts on the sub-
ject of exchange programs with other 
colleges . . . There is nothing wrong 
with such programs. I think they are 
valuable, both educationally and 
personally, for the students that are 
here. But the advantages arc too 
well known to be reviewed here. 
I think if we focus on what bene-
fits these programs will bring to 
Wellesley students we may be miss-
ing a more basic question. What are 
the purposes of these cxchanges-
indced, of a Wellesley education? 
How much are we willing to spend-
in time, effort. money-to enable our, 
for the most part, already privileged 
Wellesley students to spend a year 
in California at Berkeley, in New 
York or Columbia? Arc we promoting 
an academic Grand Tour for the 
daughters of the middle class? Think 
ahout 1t ... 
Wellt'slcy has 11n obligation to pro-
vide its students with an excellent 
<·ducation. But this is not its only 
obligation. Wellesley has an obliga-
tion to the larger society. to people 
not at WC'll<'SIC'y, and to lhe people 
who rlo come, to make them aware 
of the responsibilities beyond "per-
sonal fulfillment" that come with 
tht-ir knowledge. 
Will our !'xchanges include com-
munity colleges, black colleges, teach-
E'rs' colleges? What about setting up 
a college, with aid from the state or 
otht-r institutions, to h<'IP m<.'l.'t the 
needs of other members oi Uh' soc-
i<'ty? This wouldn't be f»r "thr.m" 
E'ithcr. People here have a lot to 
learn, about reality, about society, 
about intellectual problems Ctom 
people who may come with more 
f'ritic·11l and questioning atliturlcs than 
our cool, well-behaved (passive, may-
h<' 1 StUdE'nt body. 
Exc•hange programs may be worth-
whilt•. But we should not k•t our re-
sourc!'s or our attC'ntion be divt>rted 
from the mort- basic issues. IC our 
!'duration is to be mC\rc than sdf-
indulgmcc (sorry for the moraliz111g 
there, but I mC'ant it 1 for the !'elect 
few, wt• have to begin tc be more 
critical about what we arl' doing and 
whcr<' we are bending. 
Joan Entmachcr ·70 
The Constituen<:y 
To the editor: 
:\fr. Aswell suggested in last 1n·l'k's 
WC>llesley News that \\'ellesley should 
arlopt a new procedure in appointing 
new members of the faculty. He sug-
gested that "a more democratic pro-
cedure" might be a system where a 
candidate is invited to conduct a sem-
inar open to both students and fac-
ulty. In this way everyone would be 
exposed to the candidate beforehand. 
Mr. Aswell's suggestion is a good 
one - so good in fact that the Eco-
nomics Department did just that the 
day before Mr. Aswell's article ap.. 
peared. We announced in all our 
classes and posted public notice 
about the lecture. 
Unfortunately despite all the pro-
testations and pleas, Wellt-sley stu-
dents don't really seem to care. In 
all, three students attended the sem-
inar. For that matter, only one of 
the three and one-half junior faculty 
memb<>rs attended. 
Those who call for increased power 
must remember that power necessi-
tates responsibility and time and ef-
fort. So far the future is not promis-
ing. 
Sincerely, 
Marshall !. Goldman 
Capital Letter 
To the editor: 
which has never existe1 anywhere) 
as distinct from that of a mixed 
economy where the government con-
stantly discriminates for or against 
special interest groups, through legal 
sanctions or penalties. 
The moral basis of Capitalism is 
the belief that every man has the 
right to his own life, the right to 
pursue his own goals through exclu-
sively voluntary means of trade, tn 
goods and seivices, with other men, 
and the right to the product of hls 
own efforts. Implicit in this state-
ment is the belief that no individual 
or group has the right to force others 
to work for goals they have not chos-
en voluntarily, i.e. that involuntary 
servitude in any shape or form is 
immoral. 
It is for this reason that under Cap-
italism no recognition would be given 
to the scrcalled right to medical care, 
or the right to a job, or the right to 
a government subsidy or the right 
of one group to force another into 
military seivice. Each of these 
"rights" to goods and services re-
quires that other human beings be 
forced to provide them, i.e. involun-
tary servitude. 
Capitalism is the only system that 
rrcognizcs and protects a man's 
right to exist and to prosper yet not 
be his brother's keeper, if he so 
chooses - the right to choose his 
OWN goals based on the judgment 
oC his own mind. There are. of 
coursE', other factors involved but it 
is primarily for this reason, not eco-
nomic r<'asons, lhat Capitalism ls re-
gardt-d as evil. 
Sincerely. 
Mary R. Hoover 
Department of Mathematics 
Machismo 
To the roitor: 
In a rE'cent article <October 24, 
1969) <'ntit!C>d "Latin American 
Scene· Changing Role of Women." 
Miss Dorothy Dubose makes various 
rash statC'mC>nts rC>garding the social 
~talus of the Latin ,\mt-rican woman. 
Amus<'rl, hut al tile s:ime time bewiJ. 
nrr<'rl hy h<'r obsHvations and rlaims, 
WC' wish to corrr<'t somE' of her mls-
ro1wC>pt ions. 
:\fiss Dubose hegins her article bv 
rmploying a soC>dfiC' example, a Pe;-
U\•ian "mothC'rly lady," and general-
izing from it for all of Latin America, 
"Th" nrohlrm in all of thi!;', however, 
is th:it a Latin man. no matter how 
muc-h in JO\'<' he mav ha\•e been 
with a f<'malC' ... " ·Her methods 
of romparison 11lso leave' a l?l'eat 
c!C>al to h<' desired, for she errs in 
lhis ar<'a in three ways. First, Miss 
Duoosp begins her analysis bv com-
paring and generalizing abo'iit two 
different Latin American countries; 
ther<' ar<' 23 countries in Latin Am-
<'rica. E'ach ha\'ing distinct cultural 
lraditions. Second. there is a time 
lag of almost eight years between 
h<'r ·\'l<rit to Mexico and Peru. Third, 
it is unfair to both Mexlcans and 
PC>ni\•ians to compare provincial 
Guadalajara. one of the most con-
SPtvative and Catholic cities in Mex-
ico, with the capital city of Lima, a 
rosmooolitan center. 
Miss Dubose exposes her severe 
lack of knowledge' or faltn de rono· 
rimlento regarding Peru and Latin 
AmC'rica in general by speaking of 
1hc "tradition of cultivated leisure." 
servants. and lace mantillas as if 
lhl'v applied to all sectors of Latin 
AmC>rican society. It seems that dur-
inl?' ht-r visits to Peru, :\iiss Dubo~e 
limitro her as~ociations to those of 
the upper class and disregardro the 
people of the c lase baja. Obviously, 
the author of tht- article was more 
interested in pro\'ing her precon-
reivrrl id!'as rluring her visit to Peru, 
than obiE'rlivcly assessing the social 
situation. 
The "Latin Man" and the concept 
of mMhfsmo seem to WOITY Miss 
Dubose a ~e_it deal , too. Unfortu-
nately, she is not able to correctly 
ass~ss the present situation since her 
observations apply only to a minority ~eed, o,.,.ted, e11cf published Wffkly 011 Thuncf•y, S.pt.mb.r through Mey 111cl111i•• uc•pt during Chri1tmes end apri119 Hcetion during •uminetion 
,erio4a ~ tti. W•ll•1l•y Coll•9e N-s, offices i11 lillin91 Hell, W•lle1l•y 
Coll99e, Well•aley, Men. 02161. T•lephone 2:15-0545 end 2J4-0J20, exte11· 
aio11 270. Circuletio11 2500 to &tud•11h I i11clud•d i11 tuition) encl to feculty, 
plus 500 ault1crlption1, 500 office copi•a: SulKcriptions '5.00 p•r •1111um: 
M-.iel: letsy lowm"" '71, C•114r 
fowler '71, Sue Wi"Q '71 
In her excellent article in the Nov. 
13 :Sews, Grace Boynton clearly 
identifies both the aims of the pres-
ent "Movement" ("revolutionary nnrl 
socialist") and many of the evils com-
monly attributed to American capital-
ism. If one accepts the morality of 
altruism and for this reason regards 
the profit motive and the concept of 
private property as evil then I think 
one must conclude that Capitalism is 
evil, for Capitalism and altruism are 
basically incompatible. 
of men In the upper class, not to the 
whole society. As anthropologist La 
Farge has pointed out, " . . . marll-
lsmo Is much weaker in the rural 
areas than in the cities and weaker 
among the lower classes than In the 
S.Co•cf cl•u poste9e p•icl •t lo1to11, Men., unct.r th act of Much I, 1197. 
lepNH11tecl for Netioul AcfHrtisi119 by Netio11el AclHrti1i119 S•rtice Inc: 
Tiie .,._, npr.11.d i11 tt!is 11.w.peper e,. 11_. llecMHrily tt.oH of ttle 
A4111i1iatntlo11. 
News: P'et Nic•ly '71 
Reporten: Debbie Lodge '/J, Judy 
Rousuck '73, SuHn Bansell '73, 
et al. 
It is important to identify the funda-
mental moral premise underlying 
true Capitalism (pure laissez.faire, (Continued on Paie I) 
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Jay Wright to Read Here; 
Poet Stresses Awareness 
THE END OI•' AN ETHNIC DREAM 
Cigarettes in my mouth 
to pllllcture blisters in my brain. 
My bass a fine piece of furniture. 
My fingers soft, too soft to rattle 
rafters in second-rate halls. 
The hannonies I could never learn 
stick in Ayler's screams. 
An African chant chokes us. My image shot. 
If you look off over the Hudson, 
the dark cooperatives spit at the dinghys 
floating up the night. 
A young boy pisses 
on lovers rolling against each other 
under a trackless el. 
This could have been my town, 
with light strings that could stand a tempo. 
Now, 
it's the end 
of an ethnic dream. 
I've _grown intellectual, 
go on accumulating furniture and books, 
damning literatlre, writing "for myself," 1 
calculating the possibilities that someone 
will love me, or sleep with me. 
Eighteen year-old girls come back from the Southern 
Leers and make me cry. 
Here, there are 
coffee shops, bars, 
natural tonsorial parlos, 
plays, streets, 
pamphlets, days, sun, 
heat, love, anger, 
politics, days, and Sllll. 
Here, we shoot off 
every day to new hori7lons, 
coffee shops, bars, 
natural tonsorial parlors, 
plays, streets, 
pamphlets, days, sun, 
heat, love, anger, 
politics, days, and sun. 
It is the end of an ethnic dream. 
My bass a fine piece of furniture. 
My brain blistered. 
-JAY WRIGHT 
Interested? Jay Wright, the author, will read his poetry here on Mon., 
Nov. 24, at 4:15 p.m. in the Pope Room. Mr. Wright, a young black social-
consciousness poet and playwright, is a poet in residence at Talladega 0>1-
lege, Talladega, Ala. 
The poet has lived in Harlem and taught high school in New York City, 
and was formerly a resident poet at Tougaloo College. During 1968-69 he 
read with other black poets at '1Je United Nego O>llege Fund colleges under 
the auspices of the Woodrow Wilson Poets and O>ncerts Series. Recently, 
works by Mr. Wright, who holds a B.A. from Berkeley and an M.A. from 
Rutgers, have been published in the Nation and the Yale Review. 
The reading will be made possible by the Martin Luther King, Jr. Fund 
and the Kathryn Lee Bates Fund. It is the first in a series sponsored by a 
student committee working in connection with the English Department. 
EPC Considers Reforms 
by Anne Aresty "73 
Educational Policy O>mmittee 
CEPCl is involved with most of the 
major issues that are confronting 
Wellesley and considering reforms 
Irom the abolition of distribulion re-
quirement to coeducation. 
Joan Entmacher '70, chairman of 
EPC, feels that the committee is 
struggling with the basic questions of 
what is the purpose of education and 
what should Wellesley's role be. She 
also states that since many problems, 
such as distribution requirements, 
vary with the individual, it is hard 
to initiate a change that would bene-
fit all. 
Relevant Studies 
Discussing the problem of relevancy 
in the courses at Wellesley, Joan 
C'mphasizes that while she was not 
concerned with producing a breed of 
social reformers.she does feel that 
Well<>sley students must develop a 
greater sense of responsibility as 
educated members of society. "A 
liberal arts education should not be 
just learning a discipline iii one 
neld," she argues. 
Making all of one's courses related 
so that they are relevant to each 
other is one solution to this problem 
which she suggests. Joan also ad-
vocates extensive inter-disciplinary 
work. 
program with other schools and an 
environmental institute. Joan 1s also 
concerned with the freshman experi-
ence. She feels the committee has to 
examine whether it is best to ease 
freshman into college or make the 
first year as different and exciting as 
possible. 
Jan Thomas '72, a member of EPC, 
believes that some type of structure 
has to be kept with reforms. O>n-
cerning the freshman year, she points 
out tbat many girls couldn't handle 
a totally independent first year. 
Why Fight? 
In regard to co-education, Jan ex-
plains that while she feels this to be 
a necessary reform, many other 
things need to he done first. 
According to Jan, students should 
realize that even now they can plan 
their education as they wish. She 
adds, "But why should students light 
for what should already be their 
rights?" 
She feels that Wellesley needs an 
extensive reform program, beyond 
the issues currently being discussed. 
Wellesley is a good school with a 
good faculty, according to Jan, but 
it has to function differently. 
Both Joan and Jan emphasize the 
fact that EPC needs the concern of 
the students and wants to hear their 
opinions. While the problems Welles. 
Current hsues ley faces are not unique to this school, 
Two main topics that EPC 1s con- hoth girls agree that they are 
c.-emed with now are an exchange critical. 
Page Three 
Commission Releases Plans 
Ed. not.e: This report Is Issued by 
the Commission. 
At its meetings of November 7-9, 
the Wellesley College O>mmission 
heard reports of interviews with 
faculty and students that had taken 
place during September and October. 
Faculty representatives met in small 
groups with nearly the entire !acuity, 
and student representatives met for-
mally with about 150 students, in-
formally with others. Both faculty 
and students expressed concern for 
maintaining and improving the qual-
ity of the Wellesley education and 
degree, the need for change at Wel-
lesley, enlargement and strengthen-
ing the MIT exchange, and more 
flexibility in policies governing leaves 
of absence, cross-registration, ex-
change, and residence. The Commis-
sion shared both groups lack of in-
tel'('St in active pursuit at this time 
of Wellesley's moving to another 
location or seeking to become part 
of the slate system of higher cduc1-
tion. The presence of men on campus, 
whether through full coeducation or 
in other ways, was felt to be neces-
sary by a large number of fac•.1lty 
and students. 
Invited to mC'ct with the O>mmis-
sion as a consultant on curriculum, 
Mrs. Nell Eurich, Dean of the Faculty 
at Vassar, spoke November 8 about 
recent curriculur changes at Vassar. 
She described and evaluated multi-
disciplinary and independent pro-
grams, special departmental pro-
grams, leave of absence and resi-
dence policies, and possible master's 
degree programs and summer use or 
the Vassar campus. Mrs. Eurich re-
ported that there arc 91 men at 
Vassar this year, 45 under the Eleven 
O>llcge Exchange Program. the rest 
as degree candidates. 
The same day the O>mmission 
talked with two men who arc a[(il. 
iated with a local graduate school 
about the formulation and execution 
of a questionnaire, and is now secur-
ing an estimate. 
On November 9, the O>mmission 
met with eight students who had been 
invited to present the results of the 
"Urgent Il" questionnaire and to ex-
press their concerns for the college 
and !or coeducation, which they de-
fined as admission of men as degree 
candidates. They reported that 86 per 
cent of those who responded to the 
questionnaire desired change at Wel-
lesley, and 50 per cent wanted 
greater flexibility of all kinds. 
Having met with students who rep. 
resented those in favor of coeduca-
tion, the Commission voled to invite 
to its December meeting students 
who hold other views. 
With reference to a reporting date 
of March 1971, which had recently 
been published, the Commission 
stated that it had agreed in Septem-
ber that the tentative date for its 
final report to the Board of Trustees 
was to be January 1971 at the latest, 
and that this report was to be pre-
ceded by interim reports, discussions, 
and meetings of various sorts with 
and among College constituencies. 
In order to focus its attention more 
closely on elements of the educational 
program of the O>llege, the O>mmis. 
sion charged members with convey-
ing specific recommendations and re-
quests for further study to standing 
committees and other groups, on and 
off the campus, as follows. 
1. :\UT C'-<'hange. Miss Fleming is 
to convey to the MIT Liaison Com-
mittee the Commission's recommen-
dations for unlimited exchange (with 
a minimum of 400 students each 
\\ lY); residential exchange between 
Wellesley and MIT; and more rigor-
ous puolicity at MIT. 
2. Flexibility. Miss Fleming is to 
convey to the Academic Review 
Board the Commis!:ion's recommen-
dations that the Board actively Sef'i-. 
lo align Wellesley's calendar with 
that of MIT; set less stringent resi-
dence requirements; create 'TlOrc 
flexibility in leave of absence policy, 
both for Wellesley stud<.>nts and for 
students from other institutions wish-
ing to study at Wellesley, and includ-
ing full academic credit for study at 
oth<'r institutions. 
3. Con.,ortia and <'X<'hange pro-
grams. Miss 1'~lcming is to ask the 
Educational Policy Committee to ex. 
plorc consortia and exchange pro-
grams with institutions in the Boston 
area. in other parts of the country, 
and abroad. The EPC, in turn, is 
asked to give Misses Adams and 
Fleming the names or those institu-
tions with which Wellesley might 
then get in touch. Miss McElroy is 
to consult the O>mmittee on Project-
ed Living Patterns on the residential 
aspects of exchange, including the 
possibility or an urban campus. 
4. Graduate pro~am'>. Mrs. Lefko-
witz, with the Committee on Grad-
uate Instruction, and with the aid of 
interested students, is to explore 
graduate programs, including thos<' 
during the summer. at Wellesley. 
5. Continuing Nlu<'atlon. Mrs. Lef-
kowitz is to consult Miss Webster. 
the Dir<.>ctor of Continuing Education, 
as well as alumnae, to be suggested 
by the alumnae representatives to 
the Commission, Mesdames Bonnell 
and Collins. 
6. Admission. Mr. Schechter is to 
ask the Board of Admission for a 
report on admission criteria and 
guidelines and for consideration of 
inviting local high school seniors to 
take individual courses at Wellesley. 
7. Saturday morning programs for 
local school students. Miss Lister is 
to consult Service Organization, Mr. 
Polk's office, and the MIT Saturday 
morning group about the feasibility 
and desirability of a Saturday morn-
ing program on the Wellesley camJ>-
us. 
8. Special Institutes. Misses Rock 
and Lister arc to expiate the area of 
special institutes with the Educational 
Policy O>mmittee. 
9. Interdepartmental majors. Miss 
Rock is to ask the requisite subcom-
mittee of the Curriculum O>mmittee 
to share its forthcoming report with 
the Commission. 
10. Interdepartmental appointments. 
Misses Adams and Fleming are to 
convey to the Structural Revision 
Committee the Commission's interest 
in this area. 
11. Spedal programs involving 
work 0'1f <'ampus. Mr. Schechter is 
to express to the Urban Programs 
Committee the O>mmission's interest 
in a report on existing f:pecial pr-r 
~rams and suggested further pro-
grams that would enable Wellesley 
students to participate more widely 
in Boston-area activities. Miss Flem-
ing is to ask appropriate members 
of the Curriculum Committee to take 
up with the UPC th<' !>QSSibility of 
course credit being granted for work 
don<' through such programs. 
12. Sumnwr 1>rograms. Miss Over-
holser and other students and faculty 
or the Commission are to form an ad 
hoc committee composed (\f interest-
ed members of the college commun-
ity to explore summer programs. 
13. C111111m' ('01111111micatlons. Fac-
ulty and student members of the 
Commission are to work out specific 
pians and ways for the Commission 
to share information with the O>llege 
community during the rest of the 
year. 
14. ";dm·atlon und needs of woml'n. 
Mrs. Lefkowitz, Miss Lister , and Miss 
Rock form a Commission subcom-
mittee to explore this area, in con-
sultation with Mrs. Bishop, Miss Wet> 
st<'r, Wellesley faculty and students, 
MIT students, and alumnae suggest-
('() hy Mesdames Bonnell and Collins. 
15. Edu<'ation and nl'eds of men. 
Mr. Schechter. Dr. Proger, Mr. Put-
nam, and other resource persons are 
to explore all areas pertinent to the 
rducat ion and needs of men. 
Progress roptrs are to be made at 
the December meetings of the O>m-
mission. 
Barn to l(idnap "The Hostage" 
"The Hostage is a racious (sic) (nearly) Meg Dillon (Marana Brooks vitality and affection are delighted in 
extravaganza that hauls off and pokes '72) takes a dim but kindly view of and celebrated. (Continued on Page 'I') holes in men's pomposity, preten- past and present as she tries to keep 
tions and profiditics (sic) ." So the place running on the uncertain 
Brendan Behan described his narra- earnings of Old Ropeen (Ellen Ann-
tive vaudeville play, timely now be- strong '70l, O>lette (Abby Steffa 
cause of renewed conflict between Herring '73) and Bobo (Joyce Narins 
British and Irish communities. The '70) competing cheerfully with Rio 
Wellesley College Theatre will pre- Rita (Charles Smith) a flamboyant 
sent The Hostage in Alumnae Hall at faggot and his American friend 
8:00 p.m. on Friday, Saturday and Princess Grace (Terry O>lby) a 
Sunday nights, December 5-6-7. The "Midnight O>wboy." Also living in 
production inaugurates a new policy the house are Mr. Mulleady (Stephen 
of Sunday night performances for the Crosby) a civil servant and Miss Gil· 
benefit of those who are away .from christ (Catherine Montagano '73), a 
Wellesley during the weekend. sociable worker. 
The story is that of a young Eng- The Plot 
lish soldier kidnapped by the Irish Puzzled by the "very strange peo-
Republican Army as a hostage for pie in this house," but happily inno-
onc of their number about to be cent in her work as a housemaid is 
hanged by the authorities in Be!Cast. the country girl Teresa (Bronwyn 
Surprising and colorful is the place Edwads '72). Also perplexed by the 
where he is held prisoner - a wild riotously cordial welcome . extended 
~d.wacky broth<.'l/spea~eas~ in Dub. him by the inmates is the hostage 
lin. mhab1ted by fantastic Irish (and Leslie Williams (Mark Dorman). But 
un!versal) types: Monsewer CNa~h- he and Teresa soon share a tender 
amel P. Read), the zany Anglo-~ish affection despite badgering by an of-
owner of the ho.use wh~ wears kilts, ficious I .R.A. officer (John Cross) 
plays the . bag~1pes, . tnes to speak and a bumbling volunteer guard 
only Gaehc, hves in the past of (Jerry Gould) 
Easter Week and the 1916 Rebellion, · 
and thinks the whores and faggots With these and others in the large 
who are his tenants are all patriots cast, the plot is alternately swept 
on the run. Managing the house for along and interrupted by stories, 
him is Pat (James F . Buckley), songs, dances and gag routines until 
jailed alternately by both sides dur- its surprising climax in a police raid 
ing "the troubles" and now past car- and general scuffle. By the play's end 
ing except in his contempt for the nationalism, militarism and bigotry 
present-day l.R.A. Pat's wife have been battered while human 
HOST F.UDLY PROGRW -, 
Starting next faJl, the college 
will be extending Its present Host 
Family Program. It will become 
available to all Incoming ~­
men. 
The basir Idea behind the ex-
pandl'd program Is similar to that 
behind the Foreign Student Host 
Famlly Program. The new student 
wlll be arcorded the opportunity of 
rl'orlenting herwlf Into a family· 
type atmosphere from time to 
time, as a <'hange from dorm IUe. 
Interested famllles will fill out 
questionnaires describing their 
lntere"!ts, activities and size. These 
qut>stlonnalres will then be kept 
on file In the student coordinator'• 
room, available to all freshmen. 
The student will then select her 
tamlly according to her Interests. 
As the studenh nill be selecting 
their host famllle~. according to 
lntere"!ls. and will therefore be 
taking the lnitfattve In the 
arqualnlance, the family w1U 
s<'rve more as a group of friends 
to the student than as another 
parent ·sibling group. 
The program was student lnltia-
tl'd by Debbie Trlol In collabora-
tion with the Black Student Bost 
Family Program coordinator, 
Marilyn l\felntosh and Mr. Polk, 
dlrector of educational and com· 
munlty services. Any questions 
should be directed to Debbie Ill 
213 Claflin, 237-0095. 
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Student Drive for MIT Busses Stalled appears capable of f.nancing the $1.50 ride into Boston, although it may mean sacrificing a new <:'\'eater 
or a trip to Dartmouth. "If a student 
can treat Wellesley as a suitcase 
collegr, she can afford the $1.50 
needed for the MlT bus," he noted. 
by Debbie Lodge '73 
Welles!ey is, or at least is trying to 
l>C'. a college integrated with the 
near-by hub of culture, learning, and 
urban society. For many students, 
however, the mecca of Boston may 
as weJI be in Saudi Arabia. 
Boston plays a vital role in the 
education and life of a Wellesley stu-
dent. Besides being a historical and 
social center, Boston is the site of 
numerous libraries and museums, 
and host to a multitude of artists and 
spcnkC'rs. Assignmenrs are given in 
many Wellesley classes which entail 
at least one. 11101·c often several, trips 
to the Hub. 
Inversely, there arc -.v:i.ys in whic'1 
Boston benefits fl'om Wellesley stu-
rlcnts. SO and Upward Bound pr0-
grams draw students t:> th,.. Boston 
ar<'a on a regular bas1:.. 
'.\ITA non-Fan Club 
There arc a variety of w::iys of 
reaching this hub of activity. The 
first is by public transporta;io'l. Bus 
(schedule? what schedule?) to Wood-
land <30c, if you ever make ronncc-
t ions with the mythical busl, thPn 
milk-stop subway (lurch. jerk . . . 
yes, we'll get there eventually) to 
Boston. 
The cost? 80c, one hour and a 
half, and a bundle of shattered 
nerves. Minimal? Perhaps once or 
twice a year, but hard to take two or 
three times a week. 
The second alternative is the Wel-
lesley-MIT bus. This, while more 
convenient and reliable than the MTA 
<which, as patrons of said MTA 
know, is NO compliment), still gob-
bles up pithy student allowances. 
Although free to students taking ex-
change courses at MIT, it presents a 
75c per trip setback to all others. 
Hikhing Superlatives 
The third way of reaching Boston is 
to hitchhike to one's destination. 
Riskiest, most dangerous . . . but 
also cheapest, quickest, and most 
rnnvenient. Its popularity increases 
~ropo~ionally with mounting irrita-
t 101J with other alternatives. 
A feasible and simple solution. 
according to the Ad-Hoc Committee 
for Free Busing and many Wellesley-
MIT buses free !or all students 
especially those engaged in academi~ 
research and urban volunteer pro-
gran1s. Lorna Miles voiced the Ad-
Hoc Committee's belief that "peo-
ple's interests outside Wellesley are 
academically-oriented enough to 
necessitate some kind of free trans-
portation to Boston." 
Ad-Hoe Committee 
The Ad-Hoc Committee for Free 
Busing has sent a petition letter to 
parents explaining its stand and 
asking for support. The Committee 
secs it as "a responsibility of the 
College to provide a really safe way 
to travel." since students so often 
resort to hitching into the city. The 
Committee is not asking the College 
to act "in loco parentis, ' but to 
realize its obligation to the academi c 
and personal welfare of students. The 
burden should not fall upon the 
students. 
Lorna stressed that the free trans-
portation campaign would not be 
stretched to include the Senate buses 
which she termed "primarily dating 
buses." Having made a preliminary 
attempt lo roach the administration 
throug~ established channels, the 
Committee has cited the need for 
more positive action, possibly a direct 
c_onfrontation with the administra-
tion. Yet it realizes the prime im-
portance of working WITH the 
administration. 
Free For Exchange 
At. present, free transportation is 
provided only for those enrolled in 
exchange courses at MIT. Students 
doi~g research work or taking 350's 
~70 s must finance their own jaunts 
mto Boston. However, a proposal has 
been sent out by the administr:ition 
to faculty .members regarding free 
transportation for those involnd m 
resear~'. The outcome, ac(;ording to 
Mr. 1:'h1l!p Phibbs, depends upon the 
reaction of the faculty to this pro-
posal. 
At present, students who do volun-
teer work, such as tutoring or the 
Cam~ridgc Talent Search, are also 
P.enalized $1.50 for thejr service each 
time. Mr. Phibbs, besides upholding 
t~e. theory that service is sacrifice, 
giving of. one's time, money, and 
effo~t, said that "SO was provided 
for m anot!1er way last January." 
At that time, provisions were made 
for a Student Organization fee in 
1970-71 which would be put in the 
MRS. ELMER MILLIGAN 
and 
MR. FRANK SELLNER 
invite 
members of the College community 
to their marriage 
in Houghton Memorial Chapel 
at four o'clock 
on Friday, the twelfth of December 




$12 Slngle • $18 Double 
The Biltmore· in New York digs students ... and they 
dig us! Our groovy rooms (newly decorated by a way-
out guy named Jacques) ... our restaurants .•. our hospi-
tality .. '. and our "in" location. The Biltmore is on the 
East Side "where the action is." 
Want to swing the New York wayl Then stay at the 
Biltmore, baby .•. the only hotel that makes concessions 
without any student demands. 
For reHrNtloma 
In Continental USA call free ••.•••.••••• 800-221-2690 
In New York State call free ••••••••••••. 800-522-6449 







THE NEW AltEALlYHOTU 
BILTMORE 
"A Famovs Hottl Wilh CtHt Tradlllon" 
Madison Avenue at 43rd Street 
New York, N. Y. 10017 
SOFC funds and given directly to 
the student organizations as needed. 
Meanwhile, for 1969-70, the SOFC 
budget was greatly increased to 
make funds available for transporta-
tion in the case of organization such 
as SO. 
SOFC Plans 
In this way, students themselves 
woulcl be responsible to meet the 
financial needs of their organizations. 
This year, SO received the second 
largest budget, an increase of 
$1,753.50 over last year's, which was 
appropriated expressly for trans-
portation. There remains in the 
SOFC budget from $1.000 to $4,000, 
for which SO can apply if it 1s 
deemed n<'cessary. Mr. Phibbs sug-
gested that, since the money was 
there, it might as well be used. 
Judy Scott, head of SO, claims that 
the SOFC money will only partially 
cover transportation costs and re-
imburse, at most, $.50 out of every 
$1.50 spent on transportation by the 
"volunteer." Besid~s sending stu-
dents into Boston and Cambridge, 
SO also runs buses to Perkins In-
stitute, at no small cost. Judy re-
ported Lhat she will apply for an 
extra SOFC grant i[ necessary, but 
meanwhile hopes that there is some 
way to work out the problem of free 
busing. (see News, Oct. 30.) 
Louisa Kasdon, of the Ad-Hoc Com-
mittee for Free Busing, voiced the 
opinion of many students when she 
mentioned the prevalent frustration 
due to isolation: "Wellesley, in order 
to be effective, must be able to 
MOVE." The 15 miles to Boston 
according to her often seem to be 
1500. 
What Is Approprlate'l 
Mr. Phibbs supplied the adminis-
SEC WANTS TO DO IT 
Want a real course crititJUI'? 
One based on candid comments ot 
this terms' classes? It can only 
l~ap1>en with your help. II you'd 
like to help distribute course 
rvaluation questionnaires and 
then tabulate the re~mltli>, t•all 
Cathy Raphael in :\lunger; she 
ne«>ds ten (10) r«>~ponses by Dec. 
2 to proceed. It's your education. 
EUROPE 
It's the lowest round·trip air 
fare ... and it goes right to 
Luxembourg in the he~rt of 
Europe. Daily departures. 
No group restrictions. Just 
spend 22 days or more in 
Europe and return by May 
15. Call your travel agent 
NOW. 
,------------------------~ 
: To: lCELANOIC AIRLINES : I I: 630 Fifth Ave. (Rockefeller Center).: 
NY. 10020. Pl 7-8585 I 
I 
Please send descriptive Folder CN. ' 
Name _______ _ 
I, Address 
1:  City _______ _ 









IJ of any scheduled airline. 
tration's viewpoint in citing the div-
ision between what is appropriate for 
the College and what is appropriate 
for the student. "The institution is 
not a place of unlimited resources," 
he added. "The MIT buses are first 
a nd foremost for exchange students, 
and secondly for researcll. Tilirdly, 
money for Hckets is available fo) 
those needy students who request it. 
"While we think that i.t's important 
to encourage students, as we are, to 
participate in social committmcnts, 
we don't think it is appropriate tor 
the College to support all student-
service acts." 
Citing scholarships, faculty sal-
aries, and the building of new facil-
ities as the College's primary fin<.tn-
cial concerns, he continued, "Rather 
than using College funds to provide 
for ll;pnsportation, I would prefer 
to use the money for such things as 
additional scholarships or exciting 
new urban programs for the cur-
riculum. 
"There are limits to what the Col-
lege can and should do. Students are 
busy killing the Mother Wellesley 
image, but they want a Father Wel-
lesley with an open pocketbook," he 
stated. 
Priorities 
The Wellesley student, he added, 
Mr. Phibbs summed up his stand 
on free busing: "There is free trans-
portation for students in the ex-
change, the prospect of free transpor-
tation for students engaged in aca-
demic projects, and considerable 
assistance for those engaged in serv-
ice activities. I would hope that this 
should care for 'the remainder ot 
their transportation needs." 
COMMUNITY 
PLATIIOUSE 
Friday thni Sunday at 6:45 I 9:00 
Othere Evat at I 
Matinees Sat. & Sun . at 2 :00 
NOW! Ends TUESDAY, Nov. 25 
" THE LION IN WINTER" 
3 Academy Awards! 
Next: " SWEET CHARITY" CG) 
Use Your Free Pass in the 
Portra it Directory! 
FUNNY YOVRE A GIRL ... 
ONCE A MONTH YOU FEEL UKE A 
i~rn~ 
You're not as mini as usual? It's only temporary, 
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when 
you have that pulfy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"? 
TREND~ that's who. TRENDAR'LL help keep you 
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic 
(water-reducing) action controls t'emporary pre-men-
strual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start 
caking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before lhlll time. It'll help 
make you look better and feel better. 




DEC. 29 & 30 




With Le.ading Jersey Cos. 
No Cost or Obligation 
Send Coupon For Full Details 
CAREERS UNLIMITED 
Greater Newark Chamber of Commerce 
1180 Raymond Blvd., Newark, N. J. 07102 
Home Address _______ ·----
feedback 
Machismo ... 
• • • 
(Clontbmed from Page t) 
middle and upper classes." Mis& 
Dubose would have been more suc-
('('SSful in analyzing and isolating the 
customs and sexual habits of the 
Latin American male If she had 
spent less time with the urban bour-
ll(roisie anrl a little more time In the 
barridu of Lima. Actually, this 
would be too much to ask a husband-
hunting gringa. 









I :30 · 3:30. 5:30 
7:25 - 9:30 
IRl 
bose travels to South America, 
"CUENTASELO A TU ABUELA." 
Alberto Szekely, Mexico 
Carlos Brabau, Cuba 
Francisco Szekely, Mexico 




The View Pointed? 
To the editor: 
Vice-President Agnew's recent criti-
cism of the television networks, re-
grettable as it seems, at least illus-
trates once more how difficult it is 
lo distinguish reporting and impartial 
CONVERT! 
MIT'11 Student Action Coordlnat. 
I~ C.ommlttee (SACC) Is spon· 
... orlnt; a conference on conversion 
of military research and expendl· 
tores to areas of human devel~ 
ment, Dec. 2, 3. and .t In the 
Student Center. Discussions and l 
ll'<·tures are tree, and well'ome 




I :30 - 3:20 - 5:20 
7:20 - 9:20 
<Ml 
'l'lmnc1ay, November 20, 1969 
analysis from editortallzl.ng. 1be 
Networks make conscientious effom 
to present all important points of 
view; the Boston Globe, at least In 
the case of the war In Vietnam, gen-
erally does not. It seems to me that 
the editors of the W~ New11 
have also found it difficult to make 
the necessary distinction. Andi Sir-
en's account of the political scene in 
the October 30 issue portrayed a con-
frontation between students, workers 
and an unrepresentative City Council 
composed of bankers and landlords, 
in syndicated columns or on the edi-
torial page. 
for Urban Action or other student 
organizations be re-allocated to 
finance the bus. They recognized that 
three thousand dollars was a small 
commitment to make to the activities 
of so many students. 
Mrs. Alan Lefkowitz 
Associate Professor of 
Greek and Latin 
Open Purse 
To the Editor: 
a polarity which the Nov. 4 elections 
showed dirl not really exist Anne 
Trebilcock in her commentary on 
Academic Council <November 13) de-
picts Miss Adams as rigidly repress-
ing people's natural instincts to relax 
in comfort and the Faculty as squab-
bling over "relatively minute details 
of wording" without acknowledging 
the fact that Academic C.Ouncil, not 
Miss Adams, sets the rules for Its 
own procedures. and without grasping 
the real issues behind's the faculty's 
concern with legislative wording. 
Understanding and accurate report-
ing of how any legislative body works 
requires thorough familiarity with 
procedures and past business. Jn the 
case of the November 9 C.Ouncil Meet-
ing, much of what Mr. Stratton had 
to say was predicated on discussion of 
department structure last year 
among the faculty: the first draft of 
the SRC recommendation had been 
in the hinds of C.Ouncil since early 
May. Acquaintance with the history 
of the SRC recommendations thus 
would make the Council discussion, 
the mulligraphed documents, and 
Mr. Stratton's commentary seem less 
"confusing." Jn short, good news 
I articles must draw on information as well as personal reactions. Interpre-
tive commentary like Miss Siren's 
\ and Miss Trebilcock's articles belong 
I would like to clarify some facts 
relating to the financing of the MIT-
Wellesley bus. According to the MIT 
Planning Office, the figure for total 
ticket revenue collected from both 
MIT and Wellesley last year was 
around $6000. Of the $6000, between 
$3000 and $4000 was collected from 
the Wellesley campus. 
Urban Action and Service Organi-
zation initiated discussions with the 
MIT Planning Office last August m 
an attempt to establish a free MIT-
Wellesley busing system starting in 
September. Since Service Organiza-
tion and Urban Action had earlier 
decided to cooperate on volunteer 
projects in Boston and Cambridge, 
it was in our organi1.ational interest 
- as well as in the interest of the 
neighborhoods and volunteers - to 
establish a free system. 
AUer many meetings and phone 
calls, MIT submitted a proposal to 
the Joint Wellesley-MIT Committee 
stating that MIT would share the cost 
of a totally free system. In sub-
mitting the proposal, members of the 
Planning Office emphasized the im-
portance of a free bus system to SO 
and Urban Acuon community proj-
ects as wt>ll as to the entire ;\llT-
Wellesley Exchange idea. It is im· 
portant lo note that MIT agn•cd lo 
find money out of its own P<X'ket lo 
further subsidize the bus and at ro 
time requested that funds earmat·kcd 
Sincerely, 
Tom Woodruff 
Presldent~MIT Urban Action 
COLLEGE BOWL [ 
TEAM TRY-OUTS 
Do you have a good memory \ 
and rapid rtl('.all! Would you like 
to bt> on national television? Yoa 
can be II you represent Welle!>ley 
when we appear on General 
Elec-trlc's "CoUegt> Bowl" In early 
AprlJ. An organizational try.out 
meeting will he held Tue11., Dec. % 
at 4:15 p.m. In room 236 Green. 
Be!!IM.., making a T.V. dt>but, 
membc'rs or the team will g"t ftte 
tran'iportatlon to ~ew York City, 
a fl'N! Saturda~· there, frre theatre 
ti<'keto; and hotel a<'N>mmodatlon<i, 
ard prb:I"\ from G.E. The team 
will bring ha<'k at l<'ast $1000 and 
as mu<'h as ~15,000 for WeJlr.,lr~· 
to u'lr towards the Coretta Brott 
King Fund or S()mf' other worth· 
wh llr n<"<'d. 
Elimlnatlon ... will be dlreded b~· 
!\Ir. Stamhollan, farulty ad\1sor, 
and Amr Sabrln, student e-0· 
ordinator, \\ho \\ill !limulate th<' 
<,how h~· a..,klng qt>e'ltions <'over!~ 
thr follO\\ Ing fi<'ld4': anrlent and 
modc-rn hlstor~·: Am<'rlran hlstor~·; 
I Amrri<'an, English, and Europt>an 
litl'raturr: phll<N>phy; arl and 
mu.,I<·: rurr4'nt atralr'l; m;vtholog:v: 
sdrm•<' and math; IRJJgU8~e<;. All 
... tudrnts who f<'t'I the~· are pro-
fi<'lcnt In one or several of the<;e 
field... ar'' urgc-d to tr;\' out. Quirk 
r("('all Is more important than 
Vll"t knowlrdgr. Contact Amy 
Sabrln in TCW at 235-4661 It you I 
haw an,\ questions. I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SROOl(S CLl\SSICS F0!1 \VOfflEN 
SlllRTS: Our 11i:::: o,._;_·n m.1/.:,· shirt oj Englis/1 
couo11 broaddot/1 plaids ':A.'it/1 butt(Jn-dr/:.:.,·n col-
lar and long sle6.:es. In blue, pin~·, maize or 
apple grmz , $12.50 
SWE:\Tl:.RS: Our Shetland ':;.:ool cardigan, 
/rand-framed J(Jr us i11 Scotland. In )'t'llo:•:, 
sih:er, light blue, mustard mix, ·:dzite, natural, 
bnr..:.:11 l1t•atl1a, bro·::.:11 11.ix, black, na··.:y, rust 
mix, blur: lo·7.'(I[, lzm·" .. :est yellow, medium blur:, 
oxford gr<'y, dark coral, bottl,· grr:,·n or green 
lv-~·at. Sius 3-1 to .JO, $22 .5 0 
BER~1 UDA SHORTS: Scoflijlz :;.:ool Tartan 
Bermuda Length s/zr,rts, fully li11i:d jr,r L°'.Jmforl. 
lnDrr:ss L~slir: (na·,:y-rr:d ; , Lrrac/11 Camr:ron 
( green-rr:d) or Lamollt ( pr:acock blur:-grmz). 
Siz.es 24 to 30, $23.50 · 
ALSO our handsome br1J:;.;11 leatlzr:r tassel slip-
on wit/1 leatlzr:r solr:, $1 7 
ISTAlllSHCD 1811 
r-- ~/J ~ / _r;/) ~/ §)Jf'('/IJ r dJJrf/1~1.'l 
C@~,~~) 
.Ntnrs ~- IDoys· j umishing!:i. J-Jats ~- .j hocs 
H 6 \l.\lllSOS .\Vt.. COR HTll 5T, :'\1:.W YORI,, SY I !OI" 
46 :O.t.WllLRY,<.:OR BlRKELlY, 11os10-.;, \IA~S 0211£. 
4T1." 'T4 • CttJC.\t.0 •LOS A ... C.t Lt-i • t'I r I ~Bl IU~ll ~ 
''' JR..A,Cl~<:'O • SC\KSO'l I • \\ ~s111:0-.C.TO' 
L-~------e...a- ¥<UZT~.0~~~ 
New York-London 
& Return on TlT7 A 
5250.00 
WELLESLEY· M.l.T. GROUP FLIGHT 
LEA YES JUNE 22 
RETURNS AUGUST 31 
For Information & Reservations Call Martha 
at 235-8292 
Nice things to eat, 
use, feei pick up, 
put things in, 
sit on, look at, 
give away to people 
or keep. 
CAMBRIDQE c~rrEE TEA & SPICE M~\JJE 
I 00 Charles St Bo.ton/60 We.llM>c:I Ave Boston/ 17~9 Mau Ave Cambndae/ 193 Londen SI . Wellutey 
Franchises available 
Thursday, November 20, 1969 
House Presidents Council 
Discusses Security, Coolers 
Hostage ••• 
(Condnned from Page 8) 
The production is directed by Paul 
R. Barstow and designed by Eric 
Levenson. The stage-managers are 
Evangeline Morphos '71, Kathy Fink 
'71 and Carol Abernathy '72. Rainy 
Clasquin presides at the piano. Col-
leges represented by actors in The 
Hostage include Harvard, Boston 
College, Northeastern, Boston Univer. 
sity, Emerson, the University of Mas-
sachusetts and Wellesley High 
School. 
AN ALTERNATIVE TO 
HARVARD-YALE GAME! ! ! 
N. Y. Women's Liberation and the 
Connecticut Panthers are calling for 
a mass demonstration in New Haven 
this Saturday, Nov. 22 (the day of 
the Harvard-Yale game), to demand 
the release of seven Black Panther 
women imprisoned without bail in 
Niantic State Prison Farm, O:mn. 
Three of them are pregnant and will 
give birth before the end of 1969 . . . 
under armed guard. Withvut benefit 
of trial, they are being termed unfit 
mothers; the state will decide who 
will care for their babies. .loin in a 
march and rally at noon to demand 
the release of Francis Carter, Loretts 
Lukes and Rose Smith, immediate 
freedom for the Connecticut Panthers 
and all other- political prisoners. Bus 
transportation is being arranged and 
further information is available by 
calling 864-2600, or Diane Durgin '70 
at 731-5683. 
A new dormitory security system, 
and better enforcement of the pres-
ent security rules, were the main 
topics ol discussion at last week's 
meeting of House Presidents Coun-
cil. 
Linda Chun, '70, head of the coun-
cil, read the two security regulations 
she is proposing Senate add to the 
Graybook. The first provides that all 
male guests must be escorted at all 
times when they are In the living 
areas of dormitories. "Living areas" 
means upstairs corridors and girls' 
rooms, not public areas. The sec-
ond regulation prohibits tampering 
with fire doors. 
Proposed maximum penalties for 
infractions are two weeks suspension 
o1 parietal privileges and/or two 
weeks social probation. 
New Security System 
The Council also discussed ways to 
improve or change the present se. 
curity system in the event that 24-
hour parietals would be enacted. One 
suggestion is to return to the ok 
system (1967-681 of having a night 
watchman at each bell desk. 
Anne Wallace '70 suggested that 
the Council also consider a plan 
used at Wheaton College. There, 
girls returning after a designated 
hour such as 11 p.m. go to a central 
place on campus where they sign 
for a numbered key. They then re-
turn to their locked dorms, and once 
inside, drop the key in a box to be 
collected the next morning. The 
keys are checked each morning so 
irregularities can be notetl immedi-
ately. Anne suggested that the pres-
ent kiosks could still be used to dl1-
pense keys if this system were 
adopted at Wellesley. 
CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT 
Chamber Muslo Soelety 111 pre-
11entlng Its annual fall concert on 
Sunday, Nov. 23, at I! p.m. In Jew. 
ett Auditorium. The program will 
be as follows: Beethoven, String 
Trio In C Minor, Op. 9, No. 3, per-
formed by Janet Packer ''70, vio-
lin, Wendy GIUesple ''72, viola, An-
drew Goldstein MIT '69, cello; 
Schubert, Fantalsle In F Minor, 
Op. UIS, for Plano, f Bands, per--
formed by Catharine White "71 
and Rebecca Gould ''12; Darlu1 
Mllhaud, Suite pour vlolon, clar· 
lnette et piano, performed by 
Leigh Marriner "72, clarinet, 
Wendy Nierenberg '70, vlolln, 
Mary Ann Polk ''70, piano; Tele-
mann, Trio Sonata In E Minor, 
performed by Mary Lou Casey '71 
and Mary Helen Kryda "12, flute, 
Margaret Bolt '11, cello, and So-
l!IBD HolHDger "72, harpsichord. AU 
are Invited to attend. 
The unsatiable curiosity 
The vitality 
The ea.gerneM 
of youth ..• 






31 Grove St., Wellesley 
These and other suggestions were 
taken to the Senate committee con-
sidering security. 
RefrlgeratOl's 
The Council also discussed the re-
sults of the recent electricians' check 
of dorm corridors. It was found that 
present wiring can support at least 
one refrigerator on every floor of 
each dorm. Most dorms can support 
two per floor. House President Coun-
cil is continuing its investigation of 
ways refrigerators could be made 
available to the largest number of 
people. 
The problem of enfc,.~ing fire-drill 
regulations was also brought up. It 
was decided that one week of social 
probation would be the maximum 
penalty for an individual's disruption 
Tickets, at $1.00 for Wellesley stu-
dents and $1.50 for others, are avail-
able by mail, at the Information 
Bureau or at the Box Office at the 
time of performance. 
NEW YORK TO LONDON - SUMMER VACATION 
TRIPS - ROUND TRIP $169. NOW FILLING - SMALL 
DEPOSIT AND PAYMENTS - SEND FOR FREE DE-
TAILS. STUDENT GLOBE ROAMERS, BOX 6567 
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021. 
of a fire drill '--------------------------
TWA put a price on your head 
· that even your parents 
might agree to pay. 
We.re out to get you home for the 
holidays. Fast. 
Which is something that your 
rarents will probably e,njoy.too,. 
Something else they II enjoy 1s our 
fares for students. On a standby 
basis, you'll get 40% off regular 
coach fares. 
Which doesn ·t mean you ·11 be 
flying second class or 
anythin::; like that. 
You still get all the great food c1nd 
TWA features like movies and stereo 
n~usic~ But it won ·t cost you like it 
does everyone else. 
And T\VA flies to nearly all the 
major cities in t!1e U.S .. plus we have 
a special ynut"' fare to Hawaii. . 
Witl" ul :lC.· ·:oi •.g for you, theres 
only c. .e L .cu!:,~ l1v .·1cr going home 
for the iloli, .1)'. 
Getting your h_,;r 1. 1t. 
*By Inflighl Mo1i .m Pi..: •urcs. 1c. 
on tran~conl in<.:ntal nun-stop~. 
Editorial ... 
(Continued from page Z) 
or a~e. In January, the 13oard of Trustees will vote on whether or not to 
extend to the Nominating Committee, \\itich will include two students and 
faculty, the re:.ponsibility for nominat ing people to the Board of Trustees. 
Nl'WS urg«'s the Trustees to transfer the responsibility for nominating 
Trustees to a body which will represent all members of the academic 
community. 
Those responsible for choosing Trustees - whether they are members 
of the Alumnae Association or the Nominating Committee - must broaden 
their vision. In selecttng Mrs. Churchill, the alumnae chose the youngest 
nominee for the Board of Trustees and the youngest nominee permissable 
under t:heir by-laws which require that she be "any graduate of Wellesley 
College of not less than ten years' standing who is an active member of the 
Association." However, it's time to get rid of these ridiculous qualifications 
which imply that any alumna who has graduated within ten years or who 
has not actively participated in the Alumnae Association is unfit to be a 
Trustee. As for the other Trustees, who are not hampered by such a by-law, 
they should move immediately to include recent (within the last two years) 
gradua tes and even undergraduates on the Board. These are the people 
who are most closely in touch with what is happening on the college 
campus, and they will add new, and much needed, points of view. And what 
about the other under-represented consituency on campus - the faculty? 
The by-laws provide for one Trustee to be nominated by Academic Council, 
but by cus tom this is nc\·er a current member of Academic Council. What 
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Spread Ire lo~hion 
word in John 
Mt yer 's camel 
fleece tunic dress 
T~0 t:ilk will tu• n 
to the moc~ but1011 
tab, the clever patch 
pockets, II .~ n~\'-' 
bond hem, ond the 
lc.:ithcr !oop bell. 
$40. 
~-- _.-r-
Weur 11 w ith or 
without the matching 
cone leg fly front 
pants. $?7 1~ I 
I I joh 
/ 
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I AUTOMOBILE I I I 
I Insurance I I I I ALL AGES ALL CARS ,. 
~,MASS. 
FIGHT THE FLAT EARTH 
SOCIETY! 
"The Flat Earth Society has a 
tot to offer. The only requln.'ment 
for membership is to ll<'<'ept the 
social IJlusions and rejttt the "op-
tical IJlusion" above. It has 
strong institutional support: steel 
companies (strip mining, air pol-
lution), oil companies (off-shore 
drltllng, air pollution), alroraft ~ 
dustcy (noise and air pollution), 
some organized religions (anti· 
birth control), the Department of 
Defern;e (God knows what!), ~ 
tomobiles, lumber, real estate, 
t>tc., etc." 
Agree? Attend an open meet· 
ing of the Sierra Club, 8:00 p.m. 
TONIGHT in the MIT Student I 
Center. 
AppllcaUou, Lleemlel', etc. 
Pusport Pbotoe phul Pbotoa ll'w 
Cusiom Photo Fram• 
IUIERTS 
POPOVER'S 
13 Central St. 
Talce a break 
lrom dorm food. 
A lriendly place 
lor a meal ar snack 
Coltege Rates 
for 
Friends and Dates 
Frid•ys & S•kordays 
November thru Much 
$14 double $I 0 single 
•t beautiful 
Framingham Motor Inn 
Route 9 Turnpike Exit I 2 
Cocketails • Dinner 
Dancing Nightly 
872-1260 
SPEND THE SUMMER OF '70 IN 
IS RAEL 
*work on a ki bbuti •study at • university of 
or archaeological dig a Hebrew language institute 
SEE THE COUNTRY! MEET THE PEOPLE! 
For information on these and other programs, 
write or call: 
JOINT ISRAEL PROGRAMS 
72 FRANKLIN STREET 









Wednesday, Nov. 26 - 8:1M:OO 
Thursday, Nov. 2'7 - Closed. 
Friday, Nov. 28 - 8:Slk5:00 
Saturday, Nov. 29 - 9:00 · 12:00 
1:00. 5:00 
'°Sunday, Nov. 30 - Regular hours 
(Z:15 • lZ midnight) 
»For study only. 
COUNTRY BLUES • CITY BLUES 
GOSPEL e JAZZ e CAJUN• FOLK 
A 2 LP Anthology-31 Songs 
He,11 Big MamJ Thornton l1ghtn1ng Hopkin 
Chrton Chenier, M.1nc' Lipscomb, Bukka 
White, Fred M• Dowell, Johnny Young. Bag Joe 
W11i1ams, l owcll Fulson, Juke Boy Bonner 
1 .. sse fuller, J. E. Mainer, Nathan Abshire 
Del McCoury, Rev. Overstreet, Kid Thomas 
and many more 
Special: OnlJ $5 post paid "N•lh a copy of 
l h1s ad 01 25¢ brings you our catalog of over 
100 Blues, Jail, & folk l Ps, 1nclud<ng new 
releases by Earl Hooker , John llttle1ohn, 
Sonny Simmons, etc. 
Or ask at your superoc;r record shops' 
' Bhan 11' of t he mon1h"' l.lt .J,11/) ,\l.1l , I) 
5 " " ' ***** (1) ,11111 B r.11 J 
I \rhnul11 .. • h. I\ ofn.:rt.:d ll\ ,\ Jc l icinu~ situ 
oi tl:.al .\ rn..: ric.111 folk mu~it: "uh Jt\l.:nul 
\. lllph.l\i') on b1.1d" h h u:)-.UI C\.Cdfl-m \.UI 
h:crion f /, 1;.z.. & l 'nfl) 
BOX 9195 
BERKELEY 
RECORDS CA. 94719 
The Newest and most 













~ ~ I Call For Quotes '-
I Tel 237-3212 '-
....., JOSEPH E LEVINE, ""'' AN AVCO EMBMSY ALM 
PETERO'TOOLE ~ KATHARINE H€~~ 
I ~ ~ ~ ~ CEREL-FITZGERALD ~ 
I ~ I INSURANCE AGENCY ~ 
I 11 South Main St. Natick J 
I ' ill Directions: Rt. 135 WEST into Natick. Tum LEFl' at ~ ~ traffic lights and you wlll see our AUTO INSURANCE ~ 
'I SIGN. Second Floor-11 S. Main St., Natick ~ 
~ f 
........... , ........ , ......... ,~ .... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~'"
lHE 
LION IN 
MNE 'IERROW .......... ~ .. WINTER .JOll :\ CA~TI.E .. - ·"'"'• Tl~lOTHY [lAl.TO:-.: ...... - ........ 
ANTHONY HOPKtxs .. -. ........ l-···.. :-.: 1<a :1. ~TOt "(\ .. ~ .u ..... :-.: u;El. Tf.Hln .. .. ~., ... 
........ $1:..,.,. [1f(Vl,,,.~ff $c.~Ot- "CIO ~ , 0..Kttoh MMt~fftd: 
JAMES GOLDMAN JOSEPH E. u;n:-.:E .JA~IE~ c;OLIJ\IA:-\ ~IAHTI:-\ l'OLI. A:-\THO:-\\ llAR\ E\' ........ , .. .,JOH:-\ BARRY 
MA\"Ul ~; ~111.1"-'Y ....... 1 •.\:-- Wl~l llV t·oum 
Times for Lion In Winter 
Wed8pm 
Thurs 8 pm 
Fri 7 & 9:15 




OUR NEXT ATrRACTION 
11-26 - 12-2 
SWEET CHARITY 
OPENING 12-3 - 9 
Frank Perry's 
• LAST SUMMER 
